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SUBJECT: General Points Covered In De-Brlefing Subject*

1. Subject was asked If he knew anyone by the name of 
CARRILLO. Subject was noticably cautious, his reaction changed 
quite sharply and then after some censldei atlon he said yes ha knew a doctor by that name, CARRILLO, who was tne judge In a place called Guynla do Miranda. Subject atated this Individual vaa a judge for several years until he was taken prisoner and la now on the Isle of Pines. (Do-Briefer's Comment: This was In order to find out If he could come up wittva name which 
follows now, Justo CARRILLOj Is one which(fomrHewlttJwlll recognise as having perhaps some significance to this Individual. After some mulling around he said he had heard of his own, I did not suggest the name of Justo, he suggested It himself, -he 
nulled It around and he said he had heard of this individual as 
being a member of an organization, he had never seen him, he does not know and he thinks that he Is In the united States. The specific significance of this will be examined later. We oan use this as a control question in his examination.)

2. Subject was asked If he knew Aguedo LUGO y Rodriguez. 
Subject claims no knowledge of this person at all. (De-Briefer*s 
Comment: This latter individual is now In one of our other safe 
houses and claims to know this man very well and has seen him 
many, many times. It is not possible for this individual to know 
(for Subject to know) Aguedo by any war name, because the man did 
not use one until after he had gone into the Argentine Embassy.) 
Subject was also asked if he knew the name which was dreamed up 
by myself. Subject did not tumble, but tried to reason out who 
It was. He apparently was not trying to deceive me on this in
dividual. Subject stated he had seen Raul Castro and Fidel Castro 
on one occasion in the Presedential Palace on the 13th of March, 
I960. Subject claims never to have spoken to them or treated with 
them directly.


